fashion insider

Fanilla
couture
This Saudi born Designer transformed
her obsession for T-shirts into a
successful fashion label. Here she
talks to ABODE about
herself and her latest
Ramadan collection.

Designer Not Pictured

Tell us more about Fanilla Couture?
Generally, my brand is supposed to be
modern as well as classy. I try to portray
all the Arabic pop culture and fashion
iconography in my designs. I also love
to include Arabic celebrities and history
icons in a funny creative way. For the Prive
collection, I wanted to shed light on the
ancient sport of Falconry. I believe it is a
great sport; that is why I was inspired to
design my latest collections focusing on it.

Could you tell us a little more
about the production process,
where are the products made?
After my extensive experience now I
have my own fabrics, materials and
subcontracted team that I deal with for
printing. I design my work then push it to
my apparel manufactures. I would love to
see my brand go international. It would
really be delightful to see an American or a
European wearing something that reflects
the Arabic culture and heritage. We always
wear things that reflect the western culture
and we barely see the opposite. Seeing
Fanilla Couture accomplished this will
make me feel like I really helped revive our
precious culture on an international level.
I hope that Fanilla Couture is the T-shirt
brand across the Gulf that reflects
the Arabic rich culture and fashion
iconography in a trendy modern way.

How many collections have
you produced so far?
Two main collections but can have
more than that depending on
different occasions like the national
day, the Ramadan collection, etc…

Why did you choose to
start a T-shirt line?
It came by chance but who knows maybe
I will explore soon designing other items.

What’s the story behind the
Falconry inspiration?
Fanilla Couture Privè was inspired
Falconry which is "the sport of hunting
with falcons or other birds of prey; the
keeping and training of such birds."
Falconry is an integral part of desert life
which has been practiced in the GCC for
centuries. Originally, falcons were used
for hunting, to supplement the Bedouin
diet with some meat, such as hare or
houbara. The Arabian Gulf region became

famous for it's falconers and falconry
traditions. The love and pride of a falconer
and the way in which he feels about
his falcon is the way I wish to be loved
someday. That where is all came from.

As a young Qatari entrepreneur how
do you cope with stereotypes?
I am a Saudi raised in Qatar. I
don’t ever get bogged down with
stereotypes or negative feedback. I
only focus on my work and designs
because being a designer requires
all the focus and attention.

Where can people buy your t-shirts?
I participate in many exhibitions
throughout the year which I announce
in advance through social media on my
Facebook page and Instagram account
but I also now sell my T-shirts in Hamad
International airport. I dream that one
day my brand would go international.

this season you have designed a Ramadan
collection. What makes it unique?
I am using a mix of funky colours, unique designs, Arabic
words and Arab icons so it makes the whole T-shirt
unique as well as different than what I designed before.

For more
information

visit
fanillacouture.tumblr.com
or call 5529 6575
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